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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM AND ITS IMPORTANCE 

The American public is becoming better educated concerning 

the speech-defective child. As research in the cause and cor

rection of speech deficiencies gains momentum, the literature 

is rapidly increasing in volume. People are beginning to ob

tain an understanding of speech-corrective work. No longer is 

the speech-handicapped child looked upon as being mentally in

capable. Instead, he is being given aid by understanding and 

skilled speech correctionists in many states until he is capa

ble of better speech. Only in recent years has it been recog

nized that the speech disorders of pre-school children may not 

simply be outgrown. Because of this more and more parents are 

taking their two, three, and four year old children to speech 

clinics .for proper training. 

It is known that the earlier a speech de.feet is diagnosed 

and corrected, the easier it is to eliminate. Conversely, the 

longer a speech defect remains, the more difficult is the pro

cess o.f correction. The earlier a speech handicap is elimin

ated, the less effect it will have upon a child's total person

ality and his relations with others. 1 

Since there is an ever increasing ntnnber o.f young children 

in speech training, , proper motivating material must be provided 

by speech correctionists. Actually there is, at the present 

time, a decided lack of sufficient knowledge and materials :for 

use in training children of the pre-school age. 

lvirginia Fre.se, "Need for a Speech Re-education Program, u 
The Role of Speech in the Elementart School, Washington, D.C.: 
National Education Association!,19~-47, pages 46-50. 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the Problem.- It was the purpose of this stud~ 

to (1) provide pictured motivating material to be used by the 

speech eorrectionist primarily for the pre-school speech

defective child, (2) present the normal standards of the two-, 

three, and four-year-old child, and ( 3) list well organized and . 

graded speech subjects, words, phrases, and sentences. 

II. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

Importance of the Study.- At the White House Conference 

on Child Health and Education in 1931 it was estimated that one 

million school children in America were handicapped by speech 

so defective that they required remedial treatment. Goldstein 

estimated the approximate number of speech-handicapped children 

as being 4,.000,000 in 1936. 2 There is no way to estimate ac

curately the number of speech-defective children below school 

age in America today. 

Educators point to the fact that in the first five years 

habits are formed that may last a ' lifetime. "The first five 

years of life are the most consequential in the formation of 

the human individual for the simple and . suf'fic-ient reason that 

they come first."3 Attitudes, responsibilities, self-respect, 

tolerance, desires, abilities, and emotional stability are only 

a few of these habits developed. "Promotion of normal growth, 

2Max A. Goldstein, "What the Teacher of Handicapped Child
ren Learns That All Teachers Should Know," The Quarterly Journ
al of Speech, Vol. XX.II, No. 1, (Feb.,1936), p. 56. 

3Arnold Gesell, "Infants Are Individuals, 11 Child Study, 
Vol. XV, No. 8, (May, 1938), P• 244. 
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early detections of deviations· from the normal, prevention or 

amelioration or removals of handicaps are the objectives in the 

program for the fundamental years. n4 The obligation of direct

ing a speech-disabled child to the proper clinical speech 

training center lies not so mueh on the primary teeacher in 

the grade school as it does on the parents who are guiding the 

child through those pre-school years. 

h here are at least four ways in which language is used--

speaking, listening, reading, and writing. Of these various 

ways only the first two are within the powers of the pre-school 

child. In teaching new and correct habits of speech that must 

replace old and incorrect patterns, motivating material must be 

based upon subjects and ideas that definitely will gain the at

tention of the child. 

Some monographs are written with the idea of producing re

source material based on practical suggestions and exercises 

for the busy speech teacher seeking special methods to use for 

particular defects. The author feels that examples of sue~ 

work are Stinchfield's Speech Disorders and Speech Pathology 

with Methods in Speech Correction, Nemoy and Davis' The Correc

tion of Defective Consonant Sounds, and similar contributions 

listed in the bibliography. 

There is little pictorial material for the speech correc

tionist to use in an actual training situation with the young 

child. Because of this lack many teachers resort to the use of 

4White House Conference on Children in a Democracy, Final 
Report, Washington, D.C.: January, 1940. (Issued by the 
Children's Bureau), Publication 272, p. 305. 
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ABC books and color books that can be purchased for~ nominal 

fee ·. This material is intended, however, for normal-speaking 

children and not defective-speaking children. Thus the normal

speaking childJ is able to say that! stands for Apple, but the 

speech-defective child may say that A stands for Appo. Because 

this type of material is not graded in any way, the speech 

teacher must be extremely careful in the choice of pictures, 

words, phrases, and ,sentences if .regular color and ABC books 

are to be used. Some manual form games and books have been 

published which are of value in the training room if the speech 

teacher uses them with judgment. 

A manual is presented in this dissertation with pictures 

based on ideas that are the most interesting to the pre-school 

child. The pictures have been chosen with care and are por

trayed in a graded series, starting with sounds that are easies 

to say and continuing throughout all the list of consonants in 

the language. Explanation of the choice of pictures and the 

order of sounds selected is given in the following chapter. 

Additional word lists will be included so that the child may be 

guided to use a more extensive vocabulary. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY UPON WHICH THIS MANUAL IS BASED 

By the time a normal baby reaches three or four months of 

age, he has supposedly babbled on all consonant and vowel 

sounds in speech.5 In this jabbering he has melody, or musical 

pitch; rhythm, or syllables of fast and slow rates; and accent, 

or syllables of loud and soft beats. This babbling is on a re-

flex level. As reinforcements of sounds are made by parents and 

other adults, babbling on a conditioned reflex level is producec 

in the baby of four to seven months of age or earlier. When 

the child is between five and nine months of age, he begins to 

babble on an imitative level. He imitates not only speech 

sounds but also voice inflections, facial movements, and gross 

motor movements of others. He is conscious, in a crude way, of 

himself and others and of what he sees and hears. The above is 

paraphrased from Gesell and Ilg. 6 

Mary Helen Meador says "Development of movements (for 

speech) follo~s the order of acquisition of vegetative process

es basic to the articulatory movements. n7 She also believes 

that swallowing heops to develop the !!,S, ~' and k sounds; suck

ing and swallowing, them and n sounds; sucking, the band~ 

sounds; chewing and swallowing, the~ and t sounds; blowing and 

chewing, the f, ~'~,ch, and l sounds; sucking and lapping, 

5Elizabeth Bosley, Unpublished Lecture, 1946. 
6Arnold Gesell and Frances L. Ilg. Infant and Child In 

The Culture of Today, New York: Harpers and Brothers Company, 
1943, pp. 100-115. 

7Mary Helen Meador, "The Genesis of Speech Movements", 
(advance sheets from "Manual of Differential Diagnosis and 
Therapy of Speech Disorders. n ~S:ing, 1940 Publication), p. 4. 
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the 1 and£ sounds; and ·sucking and blowing, the!!. and z sounds. 

Thus consonants would seem to come into the speech of children 

in what is called a developmental order. 

Vocalization at the age of ten months is varied. "The 

baby has given up growling sounds. He now says 'mama', 'papa', 

'nana', 'gaga', 'dada'. He enjoys making lip noises, vocaliz

ing at a high pitch, and . trying out a variety of pitches."8 

"Children should possess an average vocabulary of eight words 

at the end of the first year. tt9 These words are used as sen

tence wholes and may stand for a variety of sentence forms. 

"By eighteen months the average vocabulary is twenty-two words 

although some children may have as many as one hundred. nlO 

Consonants used in speech at the age of eighteen months should 

include: ~, p, b, h, wh, !, £, y, t, d, ~,possibly!!! voiced 

and th voiceless, and perhaps k and~· By the age of two the 

child should be using k, ~,~,both~ sounds, and will be 

adding sh, zh, ch, and .J.• The !!, !, _!, and r consonants are 

the last ones to come into the child's speech. nBy the age of 

three and one half years the child should have all his sounds 

and be using them correctly most of the . time. 1111 

The developmental order of all the consonants may then be: 

~, £, b, !!, wh, !, f, y, ·,!, d, _!!, th, th, k,~, ~, sh, zh, ~, 

.J., !, !, !, and r. However, just as all children are different 

8Arnold Gesell and Frances L. Ilg, op. cit., p. 122. 

9Sara M. Stinchf'ield, S~eech Disorders, New York: Har
court, Brace, and Company, 1 33, p. 12. 

10Elizabeth Bosley, Unpublished lectures, Second Semester, 
1946. 

llMartin F. Palmer, Unpublished lecture, First Semester, 
1945. 
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in appearance, neither do they develop alike in motor or speech 

skills because of different hereditary and environmental fac

tors. There is a possibility of several different development

al orders of consonants in children's speech. The author has 

chosen the following order of consonants to be presented in the 
.- -- ...- ~ ._.. v' to-- L--, 

manual accompanying this thesis: ~, £, p, k, ~, !!S, ~' !, d, 

The speech correctionist deals with a child whose speech 

has not developed ·normally. The child may have no speech; he 

may omit any number from one to all of the consonant sounds in 

his speech; or he may substitute wrong sounds for correct ones 

in his speech. It would be impossible to make a drill handbook 

that would fit all cases of speec~ disorders. Instead, a pic

tured manual may be produced with the idea that any teacher us

ing it would fit the material to the special child being taught. 

"General methods for teaching sounds is an elementary 

skill in the armamentarhnn of the speech correctionist •. " 12 Any 

sound to be learned by a speech-defective case must be pre

sented in isolated form first. The particular tongue, lip, or 

teeth positions or movements for the sound are shown. A visual 

cue, the mirror,· is used to enable the child to watch his own 

face. He must try to make an identical movement to gain the 

correct isolated sound. The instructor should use the tactile 

cues, tongue blade or applicator, to help place the chil~ 

~tongue in the particular position wanted if he is not able to 

do the sound by imitation. A good speech teacher will use as 

many different cues as possible t_o show the child how to 

12Martin F. Palmer, Unpublished lecture, 1945. 
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produce the sound correctly. l3 "Kinesthet_ic cues, hand anal

ogies, gestural analogies,\ drawings to show placement of the 

tongue, lips, or teeth are all valuable techniques of teach

ing."14 

Ear training plays a very important part in the teaching 

of any sound. The child who has not used a particular conso

nant or vowel may not have heard it at all or may never have 

heard it correctly. Van Riper states that there are four main 

types of ear training: isolation, stimulation, identification, 

and discrimination. 15 He also says: . 

The word configurations must be broken up so that the cor
rect sound can be heard in isolation. The student must be 
stimulated with the sound so thoroughly that it may almost be 
said to ring in his ears. The correct sound and the error, 
each by itself, must come to have an individuality and an iden
tity. Discrimination of sound involves recognition, identifi
cation, association with symbols and differential bodily reac
tions. In its essence, it consists of comparing and contrasting 
the correct and incorrect sounds, both in isolation and in 
incorporation within regular speech.16 

When the child has learned to produce the isolated sound, 

the problem is barely started. It is not plausible to expect 

the speech-defective to be able to use the sound in his speech 

immediately. Next the instructor should drill the sound .in an 

initial position with all the tongue raising and lip rounding 

series of vowels. 17 Thus, meaningless, nonsense syllable drill 

13clinical observation at The Depar~nent of Logopedics, 
- university of Wichita, Wichita, Kansas. 

14Roy Eblen, Unpublished lecture, 1947. 
15Charles Van Riper, Speech Correction Principles and 

Methods, New York: Prentice-Ha!!, Inc., 1939, pp. 227-235. 
16Loc. cit. 

l7Josephine Christman, Unpub~ished lecture, 1945. 
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is necessary to commence a new habit in speech. Producing a 

newly learned sound with the known vowel sounds is continued 

until the child can establish movement patterns well and is at 

ease in saying them. The sound is then introduced in the ini

tial position of a word which is actually meaningful material. 

Mistakes may occur, for the child will inevitably go back to 

the old habit of saying a. word unless he is taught to listen, 

feel, and look for his newly learned sound. Practice continues 

on many words until he can a ccurately s,ay them, and then he 

continues with phrases and sentence drills in which those 

words occur. 

So far the sound has been learned in only the initial po

sition of words. It is necessary to teach the sound in the 
18 medial and final positions also. The same outline is fol-

lowed. After a review . of the isolated f'orm, the sound is 

learned in the medial position with vowels, in the medial posi

tion in words, and then drilled in phrases and sentences. 

Again reviewing the isolated form, the sound is learned in the 

final position with vowels, in the f'inal position in words, and 

then drilled in phrases and sentences. · 

The teacher must be extremely caref'ul in the selection of 

word lists to be drilled. A word is never practiced until the 

child can say all of the sounds occurring in that particular 

word. 19 In order to show more explicitly what is meant, the 

f'ollowing examples are given. A certain child misses the~, .. _________________________________ , 
l8Loc. cit. 
19Josephine Christman, Unpublished lecture, 1946. 
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1, sh, zh, !, !, 1, and -~ sounds. The child is taught to make 

ch in isolation, then ch initially with vowels, and then pro

gresses to the place where he is to be given a word list to 

practice. The teacher could drill him on words such as chop, 

chain, chick, chicken, chin, check, and chap. However, words 

such as chair, choose, and cheese must not be given to the 

child for the!,~, and z are missing from his speech, · and he 

would not say those words correctly under any circmnstances. 

The previous statements should be well known facts to the 

professional speech correctionist. Since -there is a demand for 

those who can help the speech-disabled, many sincere people who 

kriow nothing about proper reeducative methods _try to teach 

them. To the speech teacher lacking proper training, word 

lists, graded accord-ing to the difficulty of the sounds con-

tained within the words, are possibly unobtainable and so are 

unimportant. However, the speech teacher, who has a thorough 

knowledge and understanding of speech disorders, makes up work _·-~----

lists for his own use in teaching since this material is both 

an asset and a necessity. 

The manual in this thesis is presented not as a perfected 

piece of work, but as a sample of the type of pictorial drill 

material that must be available to teachers working with the 

pre-school speech-defective child. It is not the intent of the 

author to outline the technical principles involved in speech 

correction. These principles can be learned and put into ef

fective use only by participating ih a well-rounded program of 

observation, teaching experience, .. and college courses such as 
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are offered in the department of logopedics at the University 

of Wichita. It was intended rather that the manual which fol

lows be a sample or a suggestive selection of material to be 

used and supplemented by the properly trained spe_ech clinician. 
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CHAPTER III 

NORMAL STANDARDS OF THE TWO, THREE, AND FOUR YEAR OLDS 

The chief objective of the speech correctionist is to aid 

the child in gaining normal speech. Just as important is the 

fact that the child may have to .be taught proper motor coordin

ation, better behavior patterns, the ability to accept respon

sibilities, and many other normal standards. The speech

defective child must be prepared by the speech therapist to 

take his place in the outside world. Perhaps this first con

tact in an enriched envirorunent is made in the kindergarten or 

first grade of the public school. By all means the speech cor

rectionist must know the normal standards of each age level so 

that aid may ,be given to the child in order to gain normalcy. 

Because the material in this work is based on the pre

school speech-defective child, there will be presented the 

normal standards of the two, three, and four year old child. 

Normal standards and requirements for the kindergarten-age 

child are found in Motivating Speech Material for the Speech

Defective Child at the Kindergarten Leve1. 20 

The following is paraphrased from Gesell. 21 There are 

some general ways in which a normal child develops during the 

pre-school or nursery-school years. The most obvious changes 

are in physical size,· language a.bill ty ,., and motor coordination. 

The growing child becomes more capable and independent in hand

ling himself. He can make himself understood as his power of 

20i4arabeth Reid, Motivatinf Speech Material for the 
Steach-Defective Child at the K ndergarten Level, Unpublished 
T esis, June, 1947. 

21Arnold Gesell, The First Five Years, New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1940, PP• 6-9. -12-
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speech and language grows. He also becomes more interested in 

doing things that involve skilled movements of the hands and 

fingers. His . emotional patterns become more individualistic, 

his interests more stable, and his social responses more .firmly 

fixed. "The ideal is a happy child who has plenty to do, ac

cepts certain routines as inevitable, and in other activities 

feels free to follow the dictates of his own fancy;. on~ who 

gets along acceptably with otners without being wholly depend

ent upon them and every way grows more mature as each year pro

gresses. 022 

The average normal child begins to take his individual 

place in the home and family at about two years. He learns to 

try out adults to· discover just how to conquer them and get his 

own way. He is definitely a social power within his own house

hold. He will naturally attempt many actions that meet with 

refusal or correction. on the part of the parents. Since the 

child is beginning to hear ttno, no" many times and has not 

learned how to master these situations, he may become frustrat~~ 

Reactions on his part may be crying, striking, kicking, or even 

biting, if he is very upset. 23 Since it is normal for a child 

of two to wish to investigate his whole environment, parents 

should provide varied, stimulating, and interesting play ma

terials to keep him busy. 

The basic coordinations involved in grasping, walking, 

22Josephine c. Foster and Marion L. Mattson, Nursery 
School Education, New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1939, 
p. 4. 

23Ibid., p. 19. 
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climbing and other such activities have been established in the 

normal child of two. He walks upright but is not always steady 

on his feet. In shifting weight and learning to stand on one 

foot, he has difficulty. Climbing stairs is done by holding 

to the railing and bringing one foot up with the other one on 

the same step. 24 Operating a kiddy-car is possible though 

spaces and openings are often misjudged. He can catch a large 

ball if it is rolled to him. 

The following developmental picture is modified .from Ge

sell and Ilg. 25 The two-year-old child slowly learns to help 

himself in dressing. He can put his arms into armholes of 

clothes, help in pulling clothes up or down, can take off or 

put on shoes and socks untidily, and may be learning to button 

and unbutton accessible, large buttons. It is possible for him 

to wash and dry his hands but he does neither well. He also 

learns to blow his nose. It may be necessary for the parent to 

help a two year old in caring for himself at the toilet. This 

· depends on the kind of garments he is wearing and by the height 

of the toilet seat. 

An average two-year-old is mentally alert and inquisitive. 

Becoming more skillful with his fingers, he is able to scribble 

with crayons, can pile four or five blocks on top of each other, . 

insert pegs in a b~ard, string beads, copy a vertical stroke, an: 

can cut gashes in a paper with scissors. He 'may like most of 

all to drop small objects through holes in tops of boxes, dump

ing them out and refilling many times. Handling and 

24Arnold Gesell, op. cit., p.·· 34. 
25Gesell and Ilg, op. cit., pp. 159-168. 
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manipulating _ objects is a part of the pattern of his learning. 

He feels everything, perhaps patting, pounding, rubbing, and 
26 

even licking the object under investigation. His perception 

of· shape, size, form, hardness, softness, smoothness, roughness, 

warmth, cold, and all other senses is inadequate but steadily 

increasing. He can work a simple form board, can name pictures 

or familiar objects and animals. Interest is shown in dolls, 

beads, blocks, wagons, and other such playthings. He is begin

ning to pay attention to stories, rhymes, and songs. 

"The vocabulmr'y or· a · two-year-old is about 150 to 200 

words." 27 He understands simple speech spoken to him and can 

answer simple questions. The average two-year-old child is in 

the short sentence stage of, development in speech. He uses com

binations of noun-verb, verb-noun, and perhaps adjective-noun 

words in these sentences. Pronouns may be c,oming into use and 

possessives, such as !!!Z or mine, may be used sometimes. 

The two year old child doesn't use the past tense of verbs 

or plurals. In pronouncing words there may be more trouble with 

final sounds than with the beginning or middle sounds. Some 

consonants, especially s, z, 1, and rare not well developed yet. 
, - - - -

liis speech may be a monologue, much of the time, which he enjoys 

hearing himself produce. , He is inquisitive and often asks 0 What 

is this?" or "What is that?". "At the age or two~ boys 1 speech 

is fifty per cent comprehensible and girls' speech seventy-five 

26Foster and Mattson, op. cit., p. 18. 

tL946 . 
27Elizabeth Bosley, Unpublished lecture, Second Semester, 
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At the age of two and one-half the child is beginning to 

demand routine in everything that is done. He likes to f'eed 

himself. He cooperates more in dressing. He is capable of 

helping his mother in putting away his toys, straightening 

things up around the house, and perhaps in setting the table. 

In his play with other children he is at a "snatch and grab" 

stage. He likes toys that push and pull. 

"The average two and one-half year old child should have a 

vocabulary of about 450 words. " 29 He can usually tell his own 

name, is using longer and more varied combinations of words, 

and occasionally uses compound and complex sentence structure. 

The s and !. co.nsonants should be coming into his speech at this 

time. There is an increase of adjectives and pronouns in his 

language, and he correctly uses past tense and plurals. Prac

tically all his speech is either the telling of experiences or 

the asking of questions. 

The three-year-old child is rather sure of himself in com

parison with the two-year-old. He is beginning to appreciate 

others, to r~alize social demands, and to become more aware of 

himself as a person. He likes to please others and is good com

pany. An interest is shown in routines of the home and trips 

outside the household. He is no longer indifferent in an 

28Dorothea A. McCarthy, The Language Development of' the 
Preschool Child, Minneap9lis: The University of Minnesota 
Press, 1930, P• 51. 

29Elizabeth Bosley, Unpublished lectures, Second Semester, 
1946. 
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infantile way.30 His emotional status is developing, he under

stands how to bargain and take turns, and relationships with 

others are advancing. 

The three-year-old is interest in cultural and creative 

activities. He enjoys hearing stories, looking at books, play

ing guessing games, saying rhymes and poems, singing tuneful 

songs, and participating in dramatic and imaginative play • . He 

likes new clothes, toys, books, and possessions of all kinds 

and exhibits them with great care. He clings, however, to old 

and familiar belongings also.31 The three-year-old is starting 

to share his toys with other children and plays on more of a 

give and take basis than when younger. 

Great enjoyment is taken in holidays, festivals, and ex

cursions of all sorts. In his own youthful way he follows in 

the footsteps of adults- as he plans for an event, takes much 

joy in participating, and talks about it afterwards.32 He is 

attentive, susceptible to praise, and tries to conform to the 

rules of society. 

Some of the sociability of the three-year-old is based on 

the fact that he has matured in motor coordination and has a 

higher degree of self control. He can run, walk, dodge, throw, 

stop, go, turn, · tip-toe, jump, alternate feet in going upstairs, 

balance for a moment on one foot and pedal a tricycle. He 

feeds himself without much help, pours from a small pitcher, 

1946. 

30Gesell, op. cit., P• 40. 
31Eliz:abeth Bosley, Unpublished lecture, Second Semester, 

32Gesell and Ilg, op. cit., pp. 200-202. 
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puts on simple garments in dressing, washes and dries his 

hands, brushes his teeth with supervision, and can care for his 

toilet needs during the day. 

These different stages of development are from Gesell and 

Ilg.~3 Finer motor coordination makes the three-year-old en

gage in activities which take more skill. He is gaining an eye 

for form and enjoys drawing with crayons which he now holds 

fairly well. He manipulates clay into all kinds of shapes and 

figures and maintains order and balance in building with blocks, 

Often he gets more enjoyment from the process of construction 

than playing with the finished product. There is an increasing 

interest in playing with other children. If there are no oth

ers to play with him, he may conjure up an imaginary playmate. 

There is an outstanding change in the speech of a three

year-old. His vocabulary is more extensive, containing about 

800 to 1000 words.34 He speaks in well~formed simple sentencesJ 

uses plurals and past tense, deals with abstractions in a sim

plified way, generalizes sometimes, and may even have a rudi

mentary type of .humor. "His comprehension of more complex 

speech is greater. The average three-year-old child's speech 

may be from eighty-eight to ninety-eight per cent comprehensi

ble.u35 By this time he should be using all sounds correctly, 

including the 1 and r consonants which are the last learned. 

33Gesell and 

34Elizabeth 
1946. 

35McCarthy, 

Ilg, op. cit., PP• 202-211. 

Bosley, Unpublished lecture, Second Semester, 

I 

op. cit., p. 51. · 

l 
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He may, however, still show traces of inrantile pronunciation 

at this age. 

The three-year-old can tell his full name, his sex, and 

sometimes his home address. He answers questions if he can, 

and is likely to change the subject when he doesn't know the 

answer. He is beginning to use all parts of speech and all 

types of words. "The three-year-old marks a kind of culmina
tion in the processes of early development. There is some
thing 1 threeish' about the scope of his attention anq insight. 
He can repeat three digits, he can count to three, he enumer
ates three objects in a picture, he is familiar with three ba
sic forms, he can combine three blocks to build a bridge. Many 
of his sentences and questions consist of three units. He 
likes to compare two objects and this requires a three step 
logic."36 

The three-and-one-half year old has a strong tendency to 

go out of bounds in many ways. His emotional life is becoming 

more complex. When playing with other children, he may have 

frequent quarrels but these are often settled without adult 

help. Negativism, resistance to authority, and conflicts with 

adults may accompany the child's increasing feeling of greater 

independence. Greater emotion is shown in the child's portray

al of likes, dislikes, fear, anger, approval, and disappr_oval. 

There may be dif~iculty in maintainirtg proper sleeping and eat

ing habits since the child wants to do as he pleases at this 

age. 

The speech of the three and one-half year old child is de

veloping more and more. He should definitely have all his 

sound~ by this time and should be using them in his speech. 

ttHis average vocabulary has increased to about 1225 words. tt 37 

36Gesell and Ilg, op. cit.,p~203. 
37Elizabeth Bosley. thpubllshed Class Lecture. Second Sanester. 1<ii.6 
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He recites verses and shows off his ability to talk every 

chance that is given him. He can do everything a three-year-old 

does, but he does it in a little more adept manner. 

"The four-year-old child tends to go out of bounds with 

both muscles and mind and surges ahead with bursts of movement 

and of imagination." 38 The motor development has progressed 

and is under finer control. He runs, climbs, jumps, operates 

a wagon and sled, races up and down stairs, plays on the jungl~ 

gym doing all sorts of gymnastics, and is beginning to learn 

how to skip. He can cut with scissors, use a hand-saw, lace 

his shoes, throw a ball overhand, stand on one foot, pile 

blocks into larger and more complicated structures, copy and 

imitate drawings, and can draw some recognizable objects.39 

The four-year-old takes more responsibility for hanging up 

clothes, putting toys away, doing little tasks to help his moth

er with the housework, and running short errands. At the table 

he is fairly independent, being at ease with a spoon and fork 

but possibly having some trouble wi:th the knife. He can dress 

and un~ress himself, wash his face and rands, brush his teeth, 

and care for his toilet needs. 

He likes stories, games, and music; his span of attention 

is increasing in length. The four-year-old takes even more in

terest in holidays, festivals, and birthdays than does the 

three-year-old. One of his ambitions is to become five years 

old. 

38Gesell and Ilg, op. e 1 t., p.. 224. 

39Foster and Mattson, op. cit., p. 23. 
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Having progre~sed to the advanced stage of four years, the 

child is now a great talker. He has learned all the sounds and 

is using them in his speech. Discovering the power of words he 

is finding that speech may control and enrich his environment. 

It is said that the four-year-old begins a "growthsome stage, 

particularly with respect to inter-personal relations and so-

cial communications. n40 He talks about everything, asks ques

tions constantly, and elaborates and exaggerates to the extent 

of _his verbal possibilities. He mimics, imitates·, dramatizes, 

and even criticizes the speech, actions, and looks of adults. 

"He uses long and complicated sentence structures, can repeat 

sentences of ten or twelve syllables; his speech is ninety-nine 

per cent comprehensible and his vocabulary averages 1500 words.•141 
The four-year-old is interested in group play and tries to 

do everything that is done by any other children. Nursery 

school may adequately give t he advantage of group play if there 

is no opportuni ty fo r t his in the neighborhood or family. In 

· nursery school and at home, he is .often bossy, negativistic, de

fiant, and boastful of his accomplishments. "He can be quiet, 

noisy, calm, assertive, cosy, imperious~ suggestible, independ

ent, social, athletic, artistic, literal, fanciful, cooperativeJ 

indifferent, inquisitive, forthright, prolix, humorous, dog

matic, silly, competitive."42 

4°Gesell and Ilg, op. cit., p. 225. 

41Elizabeth Bosley, Unpublished Class Lecture, Second 
Semester, 1946. 

42Gesell and Ilg, op. cit., p. 226. 
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Knowledge of the physical and psychological growth cycles 
of the child is necessary. Parents must be able to let childr~l 
find their pace and .to provide a favorable environment for 
learning. A child needs to understand himself, physically and 
emotionally, and parents can aggravate or minimize the diffi
culties in his struggle to discover the world and himself. 

Under the guidance of his parents and brothers and sisters~ 
the child develops motor control, the ability to adapt himself 
to new ·situations, the use of words, and a working relationship 
with others. If assisted wisely and not interfered with unduly 
children find their individuai rhythms and normal developmental 
patterns. Too often adults block the adjustment by hurrying 
the child, by expecting too high a level of performance, or by 
giving too much assistance . Instead -of taking time to create 

- joint activities, parents are apt , under the pressures of mod
ern life, merely to make concessions of time. Too often they 
actually do not kno~ what the normal expectations are at suc
cessive age levels.43 

/ 

43White Mouse Conference on Children in a Democracy, 
op. cit., P• 305 . 

. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE HOME PROGRAM FOR THE SPEECH-DEF'ECTIVE CHILD 

The past two wars have made it increasingly clear that the 
final handicapping effect of disability depends often upon the 
morale of the individual. Morale is a kind of mental prepared
ness. This policy of preparedness should include the pre
school years of defecti~~ children for those years are often 
of critical importance.44 

If the child's personality is not distorted or crippled, · 

he will still be a useful and happy member of society. Since 

the ultimate aim of those aiding a defective child is to make 

him a well adjusted person, a suitable home program must be 

established. The speech clinician cannot sai'ely ignore per

sistent behavior anomalies and conduct disorders in the pre

school speech-defective child. 

Everything in the life of a child contributes to the builG1 
ing of his character, and no one can say what is most import
ant. Some t ypes of experience are known to be more effective 
in building 'good character• than others. Happiness is a 
builder; so are cooperation, the sense of receiving the appro
bation of others, achievement and, in an indirect way, good 
health. Whereverihe child experiences these things, his char
acter is being 'built•. The family c,ap be the first and pos
sibly the greatest character builder.45 

"Character is the sum total of habits---good or bad-.--pos

sessed by a person. tt46 A child is not expected to play a con

cert on a piano until he is taught music·a1 scales, techniques, 

and compositions. A child must not be expected to behave prop

erly until parents have laid the groundwork for habits of 

44Arnold Gesell, The Pre-School Child, New York: Houghto~ 
Mifflin Company, 1923, P• 113-114. 

45White House Conference on Children in a Democracy,~ 
cit., p. 169. 
-4b v. M. Hillyer, Child Training, New York: The Century 
Company, 1915, P• 5• 
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obedience, observation, attention, and concentration. Many 

times the speech teacher must be the one to lay the foundation 

of correct habits for the pre-school speech .. defective child. 

The child with a defect is often spoiled by parents and 

other members of the family. The father and mother in particu

lar try not to expect too much or even the same habits of obed

ience, self-help, and self-relianc~ which they demand from 

other children in the family. Leniency on the part of the 

parents with a defective child may seem to be a kindness to 

the child at the time, but it does not prepare him for the out

side world. As the child progresses from the locality of his 

home to other situations beyond the home, he will face diffi

cult associations with others who will be less understanding 

and forgiving. 

On the other hand, some parents expect too much from a de

fective-speaking child. Demands are made of the child that he 

cannot possibly accomplish. He may be requested to say words 

correctly when it is impossible for him to do so. This may 

lead to so much pressure on the child and his speech that . he 

becomes negativistic, frustrated, upset, nervous, and even ill. 

With the help of the speech correctionist the parents should se1 

up a few demands that the child is capable of meeting and see 

that the child routinely obeys them. nHabi ts are formed by 

repetition and in no other way. We can form the voluntary hab

its only by practicing the child; they cannot be formed by tell

ing him. n47 

47v. M. Hillyer, op. cit., p. 7. 
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A well rounded home program in which the child partici-

pates must be kept as close to the normal as possible. Parents 

must allow themselves time to spend with their speech-defective 

child; for he needs, often more than the normal child, a feel

ing of security and stability. The child should be happy, but 

he must know that certain requirements of the home are to be 

met by him to the best of his ability. He must take his place 

in the family circle and contribute his share of responsible 

efforts, though they be few in number. 

Many parents are unaware of the .fact that visual and 

acoustic difficulties may be a determining factor in the pro

gress of their child's learning. The child should be routinely 

checked twice a year by a capable physician to determine gen

eral health conditions and by an ear, eye, nose, and throat 

specialist to prevent infections in these areas. 

The child must have plenty of sleep and rest, for this is 

necessary to good health. Well-balanced meals eaten unhurried

ly at the proper times is a necessity also. He must be given 

ample time for play. 

Play to a child, is hardly distinguishable from the rest 
of life; it is the center of all interests and activities, to 
which other interests, even eating and sleeping, are often sub
ordinate. To speak of play as a need of the child is therefpre 
to speak about that which to him is the greater part of and the 
most important thing in life. Unfortunately it is true that 
under unfavorable conditions the impulse to play may be, and 
often is, stifled or lost. To avoid the development of passive 
attitudes, spontaneity must therefore b~

8
protected and encour

aged in the whole setting of the child.4 

Parents often request that the speech teacher tell them 

48White. House Conference on Children in a Democracy, 
op. cit •• p. 190. 
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when to practice their child on new speech being learned. 

Palmer says : 

There are three times during the day when the child is ve~ 
susceptible to speech learning. First, when he is about to 
drop off to sleep. Second, just after visiting the bathroom. 
Third, when he has just eaten. A child must be talked to at 
these . times. If a game of using good speech is played, the 
child will learn raster. He will also learn that talking is 
fun. 

• 

49Martin F. Palmer, Speech to. the Spastic Club of Iowa, 
February 13, 1947. 
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CHAPTER V 

APPLICATION OF THE MANUAL TO VARIOUS TYPES OF SPEECH D°Ef'ECTIVES 

Any device that will bring about an improvement in re

educative methods in teaching speech is welcomed by well trainee 

clinicians. Much has been learned about training the speech

defective child. All this is but a small portion in comparison 

with what is yet to come. Providing good teaching techniques 

for the present in order to help children whose defects as yet 

have been unpreventable is an absolute necessity.50 Until re

search has supplied the answers as to the cause and the preven

tion of these abnormalities, everything possible must be done 

in order to better the training techniques being used at the 

present time. 

Often the challenge of the scientific blinds the logoped

ist to the simp~er .and perhaps more practical problems. Be

cause of the lack of suitable material, the author has used and 

experimented with parts and variations of the typical ABC, pic

ture, and color books. For the children capable of . using 

slightly more advanced picture books, experimentation with num-
\ 

erous kindergarten manuals has been done. Much time and effort 

were required in .the choosing of words, phrases, and sentences 

in order that the child be presented with subjects gradated to 

fit his own particular need. The response to this type of ma

terial was encouraging. If the manuals had been such that they 

could have be.en adjusted to fit the individual speech needs of 

50Martin F . Palmer, Unpublished lecture, 1947. 
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the various children, it is felt that the results would have 

been doubly successful. · 

People who have little knowledge of child psychology as

sume that learning takes place only when an adult tells a child 

facts or shows him how to do something. 

Much of the pre-school child's learning falls in the cate~ 
gory of so-called •trial and error' or 'trial and success' 
learning. Learning depends not only upon the maturity of the 
child, his capacity, and his voluntary attention, but it de
pends upon certain other factors which can be supplied or em
phasized by the teacher. One of the most important of these 
is interest.Jl 

Experiments have shown that normal children of pre-school 

age cannot be expected to pay attention even to an interesting 

obj9ct for more than eight to twelve minutes at a time.52 

Speech clinicians must remember that in dealing with the 

speech-defective the child's ability to learn and pay attention 

should be probed. Because the child may be retarded in his de

velopmental pattern, he may be unable voluntarily to pay atten

tion for as long periods as a normal child of his age. When 

· attention wanders, the learning is slowed down, sometimes a 

little and often a great deal. Presentation of materials in

teresting to the child will help lengthen the attention span 

but will not produce perfect speech. This fa.ct necessitates 

materials being gradated to suit each type of defect and each 

individual child. The manual presente~ in this thesis is only 

a beginning of what should be done in this particular line of 

,work. 

51Foster and Mattson, op. ci. t., pp. 39-48. 
52Arthur T. Jersild, Child Ps·ychology, New York: Prentice. 

Hall, Inc., 1940, P• 338. 
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Building on the idea that pictures can motivate greater in-

terest and retain attention longer, the author has organized 

manual which follows. It is believed that it will serve profit 

ably as motivation for speech work being done with many childre 

having various types of speech disorders. There are ninety-fiv 

pages of pictorial material. One hundred words have been illus

trated. Through the word pictures, the author has attempted to 

build a vocabulary of approximately 150 to 200 words by use of 

simple phrases and sentences. 

The manual is 1?ased on subjects which interest children. 

The family---father, mother, and smal.l boy are the same figures 

throughout the pages. The home, house, and yard are brought 

into the book in different ways. The place of the child in the 

family and his- habits of eating, sleeping, keeping clean, play

ing, and his activities with his ·parent~ are portpa~ed. Vario 

animais, pets, insects, toys, foods, and flowers have been in

troduced. It was the author's wish to present not only nouns 

but other parts of speech in the selected words to be pictured. 

A number of verbs, pronouns, and some descriptive terms are 

brought into the sentences that accompany the pictures. The 

use of imitative games and of the training for melody, rhythm, 

and accent have been inserted in the manual also. 

Words chosen for illustration are the following: 

Consonant 
Sounds 

M . . 
p . • 
B • • 
K . • 

. . 
• . 

Initial Position Medial Position 
Words Words 

• meow • . • • • mama • • . 
• pie • • . • . papa • • • 
• boy • • • . . bye bye. . . . cow . • . . . cookie • • 

• 
• . 
• 

Final Position 
Words 

• aim am 
• mop . Bob . cake 

bake 



/ 

Consonant 
Sounds 

G . • 
Ng . • 

N . . 
T . • 
D • • 
H . . 

Wh . • 
w . • 

F . • 

V • • 
Th . • 

Th . • 
s • • 

z • . 
Sh. . 
Zh. • 
Ch. • 
J . • 
L • • 

• 
• 

. 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
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Initial Position 
Words 

. game . • • 
• . . • 

• nap . . . 
• town • • • 
• duck . • • 
• home . • • 

hi 
happy 

• wheat • • . 
• walk . • • 

window 
weigh 

• feed . • • • 
f ,unny 

• vine • • • 
• thick . • • 

thin 

• that • . • 
• soap • • • 

see 
• zoo • • • 

• shoe . • • 
shop 

• . . • 
• chain. • • 
• jump • . • 
• lion • • • 

• . 
• 
• 
• . 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Medial Position 
Words 

• piggy • . • . • . • 

. pony • • • 
• .potato . • • 
• daddy • • • 
• . • . 

• bobwhite . • 
• highway . . 

• coffee . • • 

• heavy • . • 
• bathtub • • 

• . . • 
• inside . • • 

outside 
• daisy • • • 

pansy 
• fishing • . 

sunshine 
• vision. . . 
• catching • • 
• engine . • . 
• balloon . • 

milk 

. 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

. 
• 

• 
• 

. 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

R • • • • read . 
write 
radio 
rope 
run · 
reach 
ride 
rabbit 
grass 
train 

• • • • carrot . 
squirrel 
horse 
corn 
worm 
bird 
airplane 

• • • 

Final Position 
Words 

bug 
bang 
gong 
moon 
meat 
bed 

knife 

give 
bath 
mouth 
teeth 
bathe 
house 

bees 
buzz 
wash 
dish 

watch 
cage 
ball 
apple 
bottle 
car 

In order that the child could become acquainted with col

ors , shapes, and forms , the consonant sounds have been intro

duced in a particular way . Each consonant sound has been drawn 

on a page by itself . Each sound has been placed inside a tri

an le , circle , rectangle , or square. The nasal sounds , M, N, 
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Ng, are placed in the yellow outlined triangle. The plosive 

sounds, P, B, T, D, K, G, Ch, and J are placed in the orange 

outlined circle. The fricative sounds, F, V, S, Z, H, Th, Th, 

Sh, and Zh, are placed in the blue outlined rectangle • . The 

glide continuant sounds, W, Wh, L, and R, are placed in the 

purple outlined square. 

An analogy often used with speech cases is that of the 

voice being a "motorn . 53 Carrying such an idea a little fur

ther , voiced and voiceless sounds are presented in this manual 

according to green and red oo lors . Any sound that is colored 

green means that the 0 motortt or voice. goes o.r the expression · 

might be, "The motor goes on the green light." Any sound that 

is colored red means that the "motor" or voice stops or the ex

pression might be, "The motor stops on the red light." 

The above-mentioned work in colors, shapes, and forms has 

not been experimented with to any degree . The whole idea is to 

give the child a small introduction to the type of learning he 

will be doing when and if he gets to a kindergarten in a public 

school. The learning of sizes, shapes, forms, and colors .may 

lead into the rea~ing readiness program which is emphasized at 

the kindergarten level in the public school . 

Freeman and Freeman ran a series bf tests to determine the 

kinds of ideas normal children liked most in picture books. 

From the child's standpoint the acceptable picture book 
should have many or all these f eatua es: 

Size: medium 8 x 8 inches 
large 12 x 13 inche.s. 

53observation of Clinical Teaching, Department of Logoped
ics, University of Wichita, Wichita, Kansas . 
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Arrangements: a number of separate pictures, each 
telling a story in itself, with 
little or no text~ 

Subject Matter: simple and somewhat familiar objects, 
creatures, and actions, each with an 
obvious •story•. Children liked: 
l. objects; 2. animals; 3. children 
and animals, and 4. children together. 

Illustrations: the figures should be strongly outlined 
and given a simplified treatment in 54 
bright, crude, and contrasting colors. 

The above points were observed as much as possible in cre-

ating the ·manual in this dissertation. It is hoped that the 

uses of such material will be wide and varied. 

'The child who has an articulation defect may miss only one 

sound, yet he could benefit from a manual of the sort being 

presented. Much propositional speech may be gained upon show

ing him a picture that he can name, an illustrated activity in 

the home which is fa.mil1ar enough to talk about, or a picture 

of an animal that will perhaps recall past associations with 

pets. 

The articulation case who misses many sounds will benefit 

f'rom this manual because easy words at the first of the devel

opmental order ar~ introduced providing suitable drill material 

A speech-defective child who has known failure in being under

stood needs many successful accomplishments in speech to illus

trate to him that talking is fun. ".It is not the job of the 
' 

speech teacher to make the child talk but to make him want to 

talk. n 55 

54a. Laverne Freeman and Ruths. Freeman, The Child and 
His Picture Book, Chicago: NorthwE?stern University Press, 
1933, PP• ?2-73• 

55Roy Eblen, Unpublished lecti.re, 1947. 

' 
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The stuttering child has also known embarrassment and 

failure in producing speech. He may be motivated in the same 

way as the child with articulation difficulties. The pict1r es 

will serve as topics around which propositional speech in the 

desired patterns may be built. The speech resulting from the 

interest created by the illustrations will be of value while 

the words, phrases, and sentences ·listed for articulation 

drill may be ignored. 

The manual should be particularly good in motivating the 

very young deaf or hard-of-hearing child. Since speech cannot 

get through to him by normal auditory_ means, he must depend on 

visual and sensory aids. The child with this type of defect 

may never have tried to produce any speech since he has been 

able to make himself understood by means of gestures. When he 

begins to use oral speech, he will need help with the articula

tion of sounds as well as training in lip reading.56 This man

ual could, perhaps, serve a two-fold purpose: that of gaining 

interest in producing correct articulation so that he could 

talk a.bout the pictures and that of guiding the starting o·f 

speech sounds ~nd . of building up a speaking vocabulary. 

This pictorial material may be similarly used in dealing 

with the retarded speech case and the childhood aphasic. It is 

not unusual to see a five or six-year-old . child with either of 

the two defects just mentioned with speech at a one or two-year 

levei.57 In many instances where the child has no speech the 

56.Roy Eblen, Unpublished lecture, 1947. 
57Martin F. Palmer, Unpublished lect1r e, 1945. 
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clinician must guide the case to babble first on a conditioned 

reflex level and then on an imitative levei.58 Next, the child 

is taught to name simple pictures and objects, since the power 

of naming occurs in the development of speech after babbling. 

The majority of pictures in this manual have been placed on 

single full pages and should prove valuable as a motivating 

factor in building speech of the childhood aphasic or the 

child who is speech retarded. There is a possibility that this 

material may also be used in teaching adult aphasics who must 

be reeducated to speak again. 

The child with cerebral palsy often has not only speech 

and motor involvements but also visual and auditory difficul

ties.59 With so many complications hindering his ability to 

speak it is necessary to motivate him in every way possible to 

gain perhaps at first very 11 ttle and very p'oor ~peech, then 

more and better speech. Single pict1res on pages could bring 

about better focus of attention. Since this manual presents a 

full developmental order of consonants, words, and sentences, 

it should appeal to the cerebral palsied child because he could 

experience some d~gree of success with the simplest words and 

phrases. This success would possibly motivate him to want to 

name following pictures. 

The child with a cleft palate must also have an incentive 

to produce better speech. The correctionist should know that 

58observation of clinical teaching at the Instittllte of Log
opedics, University of Wichita, Wichita, Kansas. 

59Martin F. Palmer, Unpublished lecture, 1947. 
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the developmental order of consonants would be different in 

dealing with cleft palate speech.60 Rearrangements of the 

sounds and pictures representing those sounds would necessarily 

be left to the ingenuity of the teacher. 

A child diagnosed as a high-grade mongol will sometimes 

have much difficulty with speech.61 Since he often is highly 

distractable and talks in a fast jargon-type language, it is 

necessary for the clinician to work for focus of attention and 

lengthened span of attention. A developmental order of sounds 

mllllSt be followed if the child is ever to talk with clarity of · 

speech. 

The experimental work done by the author in teaching a 

high-grade mongoloid child perhaps illtB trates some of the 

foregoing statements. The boy was eight years old but had the 

speech of a one and a half or two year old child. He produced 

very little voluntary speech, and what he did volunteer was 

fast in rate, jargon-like in sound, and responses varied in 

length from one to three words. He was highly distractable 

and, at times, quite a behavior problem. 

With the help of the p.arents who cooperated to the flilJ.lest 

extent, the author worked with the child in building a picture 

book somewhat on the same basis as the one presented in this 

thesis. Incorporated in the child's notebook were the begin

nings of phonic sound families such as were used in the primary 

grades several years ago. The parents took charge of finding 

60Mary Ellen Hull, Unpublished lecture, 1946. 

6lMartin F. Palmer, Unpublished lecture, 1946. 
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colored pictures needed by the instructor in this work. After 

several weeks the child began bringing to his lessons picttres 

which he himself had chosen because they interested him. The 

instructor was careful to base the names of pictures on sounds 

in a developmental order so that the child could experience 

some immediate succ~ss and take pride in his ability to name. 

In this manner a notebook was put together. 

The instructor worked on various parts of the child's 

speech which needed attention and cor r ection. Reproduction of 

babbling sounds in various melody, rhythm, and accent patterns 

were practiced since this child often spoke in a monotone and 

sometimes in a hoarse whisper. The child's notebook was re

viewed and a new picture was added each time the instructor 

felt the boy could handle new material. The appearance of each 

consonant and vowel, printed large and colored vividly, was 

stressed so that the child began to recognize the forms of big 

letters on the pages of his notebook. Better articulation of 

sounds was also emphasized. Form boards, simple puz;les, build

ing blocks, and other such materials were offered to the ~hild 

so that he might become more aware of colors., forms, shapes, . 

and sizes of objects. 

At various times the instructor tried to introduce some 

kindergarten work books which seemed extremely simple but which 

proved to be difficult for this child to comprehend. As his 

ability grew in naming simple pictures, and his articulation 

improved from practicing babbling syllables and drilling correct 

placement of the tongue and other articulatory organs for the 
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various sounds, so did his comprehension of colors , numerals, 

shapes, sizes, and forms seem to advance. His voluntary speech 

increased and the jargon-type speech decreased. 

When a page from a kindergarten handbook was at first pre

sented, the m.nnerous pictures were beyond this chi1d's ·ability . 

Better focus of attention was gained and there was much less 

distractability when one large picture was shown . Slowly the 

instructor cut down sizes of pictures and letters . Several 

months later the child could look at a picture which contained 

many objects and say , 11 I see a boy . I see a g ir 1. That is a 

dog . n, et cetera . The length of response had been built up to 

four word sentences . Along with this, the child could read 

several phonic sound families such as : ~ , be , ~ ' he , ~ , and 

we . 

This boy has by no means finished his speech training . 

His progress has been slow in comparison with that of a normal 

child, but his behavior has improved greatly and his speech 

shows a definite gain . It should be possible to work with him 

until he gains the ability to read second or third grade mater

ial which is the average ability of a high- grade mongol if 

properly trained . 62 This boy should be trained until he is 

taught to take care of himself now and in future years . Teach

ing speech is not the sole job of a speech correctionist, for 

he must sometimes be a counselor , a school teacher , and a 

psychologist . 

!·----------------------------------
62virgil Barritt, Unpublished Lecture , 1946 . 
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In citing the experiences with this one specific case, the 

author does not wish to intimate that a picture book is the 

only or best method to be used in retraining the ·speech of a 

high-grade mongol. What worked with and aided this one child 

may or may ·not benefit another child with a similar difficulty 

or another type of defective speech. What should be remembered 

by every speech clinician is that each child must be prepared 

eventually to take his place as a we~l-adjusted person in mod

ern society. Everything possible must be done for each 

defective-speaking child in order that this goal may be 

reached. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

A manual with pictures, words, and sentences for drilling 

purposes may be of great or little value depending upon how and 

by whom it is used. In the hapds of a properly trained clini

cian who knows which pictures, words, and sentences to use with 

each individual case, this manual should be a worthwhile teach

ing aid. In the hands of an unskilled person, the same material 

will be of no use. Generalizing in the field of speech cor

rection is an impossibility; each speech-defective is an indi

vidual person to be taught and handled differently from any 

other. For that reason, speech corrective work must be done 

individually rather than in groups if each child is to gain the 

most possible from his retraining. 

The author has found no book with pictures, words, and 

sentences built on a developmental order of speech that is at 

the level at which a speechless or nearly-speechless child 

could begi~. There are many very attractive and colorful man

uals at the pre-school and kindergarten level. However, these 

have been prepared without regard for the number of speech

defective children at this level. 

For. example, Speech and Play63 is made up of pictures and 

verses; how~ver, · these verses are not only unfamiliar but they 

provide no particular literary background. The authors have 

i£ 

63Grace S. Finley and Margaret Hay Scovel~ Speech and PlazJ 
Boston: The Expression Company, 1940, pp. l-3~ • 

• 
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made no attempt in an organized way to build up a speaking vo-

cabulary for a speech-defective child. The jingles could be of 

value in melody, rhythm, and accent work but certainly 

Bubbles, bubbles, bubbles 
Red, green, and blue 

Bubbles, bubbles, bubbles 
I blow one to you---, 

which is submitted in this book as drill material for the B 

sound is not satisfactory. The articulation case who is so far 

retarded in his speech that he is learning to make the B sound, 

would very likely be unable to say the~ combination in bub

~' the R in red, the .s£ combination in green, the bl combin

ation in blue and blow, and probably would be unable to say the 

final nd combination in and, the~ in~' and the initial tin 

to. -
Schoolfield's Better Speech and Better Readin~s a very 

useful collection of words according to a developmental order 

and to the initial, medial, and final positions of the various 

sounds. If it is being used with a child who has not learned 

all his consonants, special care must be taken to eliminate 

from the word lists those words containing sounds too far ad

vanced. For example, in a list of twenty initial B words prob

ably only the first three---be, bye, and boy---could be drilled 

correctly by the child who is learning the B so-und. This book 

attempts to provide only source material for the speech teacher 

64L.ucille D. Schoolfield, Better Speech and Better Read
ing, Boston: The Expression Company, 1937, pp. 1-218. 
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and contains no motivating material for the pre-school child. 

Speech Through Pictures65 has been built on a different 

idea and for a different purpose---that of building up a naming 

ability in the school child with a speech difficulty. The pic

tures have not been chosen, however, with regard to building 

the child's general knowledge of home, family life, play, pets, 

et cetera, and so are without story-telling qualities. Further

more, nine small pictures on a page are less likely to attract 

and retain the attention of a pre-school speech-defective child, 

The words, grouped according to initial, medial, and final con

sonant sounds, are graded in the developmental order: P, B, M, 

N, T, D, K, Cr, Cl, Qu, G, Gl, Gr, Ng , F, V, Th, Th, S, Sp, 

Spr, Spl, Sp, Ps, Fs, Sm, Sn, St, Str, Ts, Sta, Sk, Skr, Squ, 

Sk, Ks, Sl, Sw, Z, Sh, Zh, Ch, J, L, Pl, Bl, Cl, Gl, Fl, Sl, 

Spl, R, Pr, Br, Tr, Dr, Cr, Gr, Fr, Thr, Spr~ Str, Skr, H, W, 

Wh, Tu, Du, Gu, and vowels. 

Thi~ Way to Better Speech66 is a useful book for a kinder

garten or primary grade school teacher to use in working for 

better speech in the classroom. The sounds are presented in a 

developmental ord~r, starting with M, P, B, W, Wh, F, V, Th, 

Th, T, D, S, Z, Sh, Ch, J, L, R, N, Ng, K, G, Qµ, H, Y, X, and 

ending with all the vowels. Initial and final position word 

lists are given and some few medial position words are in sen

tences and ~oetry also included. Most of these words, however, 

65.Margaret McCausland , Marie B. Miller, and Isabel Okie, 
Speech Through Pictures, Boston: The Expression Company, 1947, 
pp. 1-63. 

66Louise Abney and Dorothy Miniace, This way To Better 
Speech, New York: World Book Company, 1940, pp. 1 -920 
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have difficult medial and final sounds which the speech-

defective might not be able to say. For instance, from a list

ing of twenty initial and final B words, only five could be 

drilled correctly by most children who are learning the B 

sound. 

Also presented in the above-mentioned book is a descrip-

tion of how to make each sound. Following is an example: 

I am the B sound. 
To make me use two lips. 
Make the breath go through your lips. 
Sound me in your throat. 
Put your hand across your throat.67 

There is nothing in this description to show that B is a plosivE 

consonant and that the oron~sal part must be closed in order to 

keep the sound from going through the nose. A more accurate de

scription of how to make the B sound would be one paraphrased 

from The Correction of Defective Consonant Sounds. Bis made 

with the lips closed lightly together. Bis made with the 

voice. The oronasal part is closed so that the air stream 

comes into the mouth. There is a rapid separation or opening 

of the lips which results in an explosive release of the vocal

ized breathcompre~sed within the mouth.68 If a very simplified 

description of the sound is presented for the child, a more ac

curate and detailed description should be included for the 

teacher and parent. 

67Abney and Miniace, op. cit., p. 10. 

68Elizabeth Nemoy and Serena F. Davis, The Correction of 
Defective Consonant Sounds, Boston: The Expressiofi Company, 
1945, pp. 51. 
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Practical Voice Practice69 provides word lists and sen-

tences which could be used by a speech teacher as source mater

ial. The work is very different from the manual presented by 

this author in that it was not written with any idea of motiv

ating a pre-school child or listing words which are within his 

range of ability and interest • . 

Galloping Sounds is one of the most recent publications of 

drill material for the child in grade school and was created 

because ''more drill work of a prose type was needed at the 

elementary level".70 It is made up of numerous stories in 

which certain sounds are emphasized and has a few small illus

trations included. This type of material could be read to a 

pre-school speech-defective child for ear-training purposes; 

otherwise the book is not suitable for very young children. 

However, it is usable for the elementary speech-defective child 

after he has learned his sounds and is trying to carry them ov

er into all his speech. 

In the manual here presented, it was the wish and intent 

of the author to provide suitable pictorial material which. 

would secure more than a mere identification of objects on the 

part of the child and which at the same time would be repre

sentative of the sounds, words, phrases, and sentences being 

taught in a logical order so far as the difficult of production 

was concerned. 

69Grant Fairbanks, Practical Voice Practices, New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1944,PP• 1-84. 

70stanley Ainsworth, Galloping Sounds, Boston: The Ex
pression Company, 1946, P• v. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL THAT CAN BE TALKED ABOUT 

TO GAIN THE INTEREST OF A PRE-SCHOOL CHILD 

{These topics have not been mentioned in the manual presented. 

I o Pl aces to go : , 
Show 
Clothing stores 
Barber shop 
Grocery store 
Names of relatives and friends 

IIo Places to see: 
Park 
Pet shop 
Zoo 
Fire station 
Train station 

III. Interesting things to play with at home: 
Dolls 
Animal toys 
Books 
Sandpile 
Building toys 
Wagon 
Tricycle 
Skates 
Scooter 

IV. Other members 0£ family: 
Sister 
Brother 
Grand.mother 
Grandfather 
Aunt 
Uncle 
Cousin 

V. Seasons of the year, temperatures, and weather: 
Winter--cold--snow--sled--snowman 
Spring--rain--wind--budding plants and trees 
Summer--hot--shower bath--wad1ng--swimm1ng 
Autumn--leaves falling--cooler weather 

VI. Festivals and events of importance to the child: 
Christmas 
Easter 
May Day 
Mother's Day 
Father's Day 
Hallowe'en 
Thanksgiving 
Child's own birthday 
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SUPPLEMENTARY WORD LIST FOR BUILDING A GREATER VOCABULARY: 

Vowel maybe bag money tea bat guide 
Words Bobby big burtil'Y 

1tame b.it dead -- pig bony team mit odd 
a bib peg banana tape mutt nod 
I Abe mug · Bonnie tip might good 
eye mob keg Benny tub meet bad 
oh ebb -- tube bait pad 
you in town boat mad 

K NG on tune met mud 
M an ten mat made 

came among open tone out tied 
my cup ping pine take pet tide 
me comb pong again took put need 
may cop b,ing upon tack pit owed 
mow cape bong pan tick pat mowed 

coop being pen tongue knit mood 
Emma come young pin tock nut paid 

cap king pain talk not obeyed 
am key coming pawn tag neat bead 
mam keep going moan toy pot deed 

banging mean top cannot toad 
p cupcake moon Tom could 

became NK man Tonmie D bud 
become - bid pay men 

f&W cocoa pink mine into damp cooed 
pea punk been on top dip --poem book mink ban naughty do· 

back bank bean potato done NT Blend 
poppy oak bunk bun kitty down -- pick kink bone attic die count 
ape cook own empty dog mint 
up cock monkey can -- dig pint 
map coke known kit ding can't 
pop poke N bacon cat dong didn't 
mop make begun cut dime hint . 
peep name begin caught dim meant 
pep G k;nee began cot deep bent 
pump no noon coat day · dent 
mope gay know nine cut point 
pope go new kept today aunt 

gum knew T got body mountain 
B gap now get anybody account 

gab knob to it nobody 
by ·go~ nab too at meadow ND Blend 
buy numb two about Monday 
be ago neck toe eat donkey and 
bee Maggie knock tam yet Indian end 
boom Peggy tap but -- tend 
bomb any time bet add band 
bow egg many ten beat aid canned 
bump beg penny tiny beet Dad bend 

bug pony tan bite did mend 
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ND Blend ahoy TW Blend dea.f thanking sat 

. hal.f thumping sit . . 

kind WH twenty cough -- so.ft 
mind wnat twin beer nothing sad 
pound when twine hoot' anything sand 
tanned why between method some 
pained whee V w1 thin son 

KW Blend -gained whine without sun 
moaned whip vote -- sound 

whim quick vow bath set 
H •lh ack quack view path send - white quite vim tooth sent 

he quiet vain death cent 
ham w queen vein faith scent - vacant moth said hoe 
him we F -- oath sing -how won invite month sink 
who one fun heavy ninth save 
hay way fine even tenth · seat 
hand weep fat given fi.fth sight 
mom web fan heaven wt dth song 
hip win find evening with a:> ugh 
hum wand fame -- booth sangsome 
hem wind foam of some 
hit wait fob move TH sum 
hot wet fib pave (Voiced) sunny 
hat- wade few five sonny 
had wide fake dive the city 
hub wad folk hiVie them Sunday 
hen wed fig W) ve then sometime 
hut weed fog weave than something 
hog wood fed 9eeve though singing 
hug would feet above that saying 
hop wept foot eave they seeing 
hid want food gave sighing 
hand went found give s sewing 
head wake dove - saving· --
high woke often have so sending 
hoop week taffy heave sew sitting 
heap weak daffy wave see --home wig coffee saw mousie 
honey wag coughing TH say sunset 
hidden 11d. ng -- (Vo'iceless)satne seesaw 
hawk wlnk if seem beside 
hook wagon off thank seen aside 
hang walk w1. fe think seed pussy 
hung -- puff thick sea hasty 
hanging away huff thing side kissing 
hopping bowwow mu.ff thought sign missing 
hitting awake bough thump sigh guessing 
happen awoke cuf'f thigh suit dancing -- anyone enough thief. second passing 
behind anyway calf thing soup tossing 
ahead whiff thinking soon --
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us snub swing Nancy vexed GL Blend 
ice snug swept mixed 
nice snuff swift PS Blend eggs 
mice s:iob swan z pigs -mouse sneak swimming caps dogs 
miss snoop swinging cups zone bags 
kiss sniff tops zinc begs 
this SKW Blend hops -- kegs 
geese SP Blend hopes easy tags 
goose squeak keeps busy 
guess spoon squeaky peeps visit MZ Blend 
pass spin squaw bumps buzz.Ing 
face speak squawk pumps music homes 
vase spoke squat mumps Tuesday seems 
bus spend dumps Wednesdaycomes 
piece spent KS Bland taps thousand names 
case spade -- games 
house spot books TS Blend is 
its -- cooks his NGS Blend 
it's wasp hikes hats has 
use gasp hooks kites as songs 
voice bikes nuts was sings 

ST Blend wakes pets does kings 
SK Blend . walks goats goes things 

stay , talks paints nose bangs 
sky state thanks cats eyes 
skip stop a, cks mats wise VZ Blend 
skin stone . cakes pats those 
skate stove ticks bites these gives 
scoop stand picks f'ights cause moves 
scoot stamp thinks cuts because dives 
scout step ducks huts excuse weaves 
-- -- ax bets squeeze 
ask haystack ox debts sneeze NZ Blend 
task -- box gets --desk vest fox boats pans 
dusk east fix oo ats BZ Blend pens 
mask west six pins 

nest sixty STS Blend tubs hens 
SM Blend most sixteen webs signs 

best -- nests bibs opens 
smoke peat OJV:en guests fibs beans 
smooth must excite dusts mobs buns 
smock fast except posts owns 
smack against expect wastes IZ Blend 
smith August tastes SH -smug feast NS Blend costs adds 

beast pastes heads she 
SN Blend once beads sheep 

SW Blend since KST Blend beds should 
snow fence weeds show 
snake sweet · dance next weds ship 
snap sweep chance text shot 
snowing swim fancy fixed shock 
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shine division J length lovely bubble 
shone · decision less lonely middle 
shake confusion jaw 11:fe willing eagle 
shade invasion joy line milkman people 
shape occasion join loa:f velvet nibble 
shame joke loud dolly needle 
shed CH just load also fiddle 
shout jump loose always single 
shoot chick giant lose believe violin 
shocking chin jacket lamp .foolish- little 
shouting check Jack land July bottle 
shining cheese John lap selling gentle 
shooting choose Jim last telling puzzle 

-- chose James laugh valentine hickel 
washes chase Jean ]e g hollow social 
wishes chain Jane let .follow beautiful 
fishes chap June long .fellow stool 
pushes chop -- left almost scale 
bushes chopping pages loves although equal 
mashes enjoy live silly pencil 
ocean teaches object lace allow uncle 
nation peaches magic lost squall 
station speeches suggest lilt bell squeal 
notion witches digest lip all festival 
fashion watches pigeon log call 
cushion catches lock .fall BL Blend 
finishes hatches age long hill 
ashamed matches page lot hole blue 
vacation touches cage . look whole black 
pushing question gauge least mill block 
wishing 1 teaching change love pull blame 
washing watching message last tell bloom 
fishing catching cottage lunch tall blossom 
mashing hatching edge lamb kill bless· 
dashing matching judge looks .fill blew 

touching cabbage lazy well blow 
wish lumps will blank 
f'ish ea.ch L lump cool blanket 
push teach lead owl bla~e 
bush beach lay led able blade 
hu~h peach lie lent mile blond 
dash speech law lengths smile blind 
f'inish much low -- sale blink 
mush such late alone while bleed 
cash touch lady along wall blood 
gash which ladies belong till 
dish witch lake below until PB Blend 
hash watch laid tulip :fool 
sash catch lea.f dandelion f'eel play 
squash hatch likes violet school please 

match like polite still plain 
ZH leaves only small plane - leave f'amily shall place 

vision light easily table plate 
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plant flap hold LK Blend wrote army 
plenty .flea told root fairy 
plow flee gold milk route story 
plum flew held bulk rod carry 
playmate fly sold sulk raid furry 
plaything flies scold silk read hurry 
playhouse flying field hulk road marry 

.flow build ride arqund 
explain flaw child LS Blend rude sorry 
supply flash Willed red married 
apply flat filled else ready hurried 

fleet false row carried 
!L Blend flood LT Blend rave hurrying 

flame LP Blend wreath carrying 
clean :flake halt race weary 
climb flock fault help rice cherry 
clap float colt helps rose orange 
clown -- jolt rise porridge 
cloud snowflake built LV Blend ripe terrible 
clay felt right squirrel 
close SL Blend melt twelve reach carrot 
class malt shelves radio arrow 
clang sleep salt rings tomorrow 
cluck slim vault LTH Blend rainy overalls 
clock sled welt raining garage 
click slow ·health raise overcoat 
claw slowly LZ Blend wealth robin parade 
cloth slip ribbon parent 
clothes slept dolls R rich parrot 
club slide tells rest pardon 

slid hills ran roll person 
o'clock slit falls rag reel early 
include slick bells rap wrap carol 
Santa Claus sleet mills ram real during 

slope holes run rat general 
GL Blend sleigh pulls rug rope party 

slant cools rub room doorstep 
glad slang apples rim rent understand 
glove tables rob rains af.'ternoon 
gloves asleep bottles rib reason understood 
glass rock receive quarrel 
glassy SPL Blend LF Blend rack remain certain 
glue wreck reply butterfly 
glow splash elf rake replied airplane 
globe split self robs rolled :fireplace 
gloom splint wolf round rocks several · 
glance splendid himself rang ropes glorious 
glisten ring rats glory -- LD Blend LM Blend wrong rests scarlet 
aglow rank -- quarter 

old elm rink bury starting 
FL Blend cold film w~en berry blackberry 

fold helm rain very Thursday 
:flag mold rate dairy Saturday 
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were brought drum creature THR Blend 

or sister bright dream Christ 
hour father bra.ad dry Christmas throb 
our mother breath dried throw 
are butter brush dread across three 
car better broom drag throat 
far letter broke drug GR Blend thread 
tar player break drill through 
jar never brave · drank gray threw 
air number brass drunk grade thrown 
war glitter branch grain thresh 
poor soldier brother hundred grace thrash 
her silver breakfast children great thrust 
more clover -- snowdrift grape thrush 
pear clever umbrella grand thrill 
care scholar redbreast TR Blend grandma thrift 
tear af'ter gingerbread grandpa thrifty 
hair before library try green throng 
dare color celebrate tried greedy threat 
wear answer trying ground throttle 
there another PR Blend tree grass threaten 
their scamper treat groan threatened 
queer power proud true grown --dear splinter pray truth grow overthrow 
four splatter prayer train grew 
over square prince track growl SHR Blend 
paper declare princess trick gruff 
hear swear pretty truck shrug 
here sweater pride trunk hungry shred 
ear remember prize trust agree shrill 
near scooter present trousers degree shreak 
fire picture promise travel shrink 
where pitcher practice trouble FR Blend shrank 
I'iver summer praise tremble shrunk 
bear winter prefer frog shrewd 
glare other prepare country free shrivel 
scare order proper freeze 
scar water prosper KR Blend frozen SKR Blend 
score under frost 
store together , April crib frosty scrap 
star measure apron crab from scram 
fear treasure · surpr.is~ creep fresh scramble 
fair pleasure cradle fruit scribble 
ever October DR Blend crayon frolic screen 
door September crept friend scream 
deer November drive crown fried scrub 
clear December drove crowd front scratch 
sure driveway cross frisky scrape 
stare BR Blend driver cry fright scraper 
year drown cried frighten scrawl 
flour bring draw crack Friday screw 
flower brick drew cracker scripture 
floor bridge dress crawl afraid 
your brown drop cream describe 
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subscribe stranger card swarm wharf verse 

strawberry lard squirm orphan 
SPR Blend strain guard harm R2. Blend 

strainer poured RV Blend 
spry third RN Blend pictures 
spree destroy ward serve pitchers 
sprain instruct warden burn curve scissors 
spring construct hardy turn mirrors 
spread garden learn ROH Blend remembers 
spray RT Blend blackboard fern upstairs 
sprang morn March downstairs 
sprung skirt RK Blend morning perch wears 
sprawl hurt church tears 
spruce flirt bark RTH .Blend lurch cares 
sprout wart dark 
sprinkle part park north RJ Blend RL Blend 

dirt mark worth 
STR Blend heart lark mirth urge girl 

art jerk birth barge curl 
string start lurk earth large whirl 
strong cart fork hearth charge furl 
straw dart pork bir.thday hurl 
strip curt work RS Blend pearl 
stripe quart turkey RP Blend darling 
stroke short harken horse sterling 
struck squirt harp hoarse · 
street RM Blend warp worse RLD Blend 
stream RD Blend carp farce 
strange fo·rm carpenter 'curse world 
straight bird farm course hurled 
stretch word arm RF Blend coarse whirled 
struggle hard warm purse curled 

alarm scarf source snarled 
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